Cartoons receive increasingly attention and have a huge global market. Cartoon person recognition has a wealth of application scenarios. However, there is no large and high quality dataset for cartoon person recognition. It limit the development of recognition algorithms. In this paper, we propose the first large unconstrained cartoon database called iCartoonFace. We have released the dataset publicly available to promote cartoon person recognition research 1 . The dataset contains 68,312 images of 2,639 identities. The dataset consists of persons which come from cartoon videos. The samples are extracted from public available images on website and online videos on iQiYi 2 company. All images pass through a careful manual annotation process. We evaluated the state-ofthe-art image classification and face recognition algorithms on the iCartoonFace dataset as a baseline. A dataset fusion method which utilize face feature to improve the performance of cartoon recognition task is proposed. Experimental performance show that the performance of baseline models much worse than human performance. The proposed dataset fusion method achieves a 2% improvement over the baseline model. In a word, state-of-the-art algorithms for classification and recognition are far from being perfect for unconstrained cartoon person recognition.
Introduction
alone. Therefore, it is necessary to develop recognition algorithms in this important and huge field. The algorithms can be applied in varies of commercial scenarios e.g. advertisements, "just look him" and providing creative materials, etc.
In the area of face recognition, rich data is publicly available for research. There are numerous dataset (Huang et al. 2008; Yi et al. 2014; Ng and Winkler 2014; Wolf, Hassner, and Maoz 2011; Gross et al. 2010; Gao et al. 2007; Kumar et al. 2009 ) from constrained situation to unconstrained situation, the identities from several hundreds to hundreds of thousands, and the sample number from tens of thousands to millions. Several datasets e.g. LFW (Huang et al. 2008) and MegaFace (Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. 2016) , provide evaluation protocols and rankings. Rich publicly available face data have greatly promoted the research of face recognition. ArcFace (Deng et al. 2019 ) reached a precision of 99.83% on LFW benchmark, which had surpassed the human performance. The best results on MegaFace has also reached 99.39%. However, in the field of cartoon face recognition, such dataset is missing.
There are several cartoon datasets have been developed. IIIT-CFW (Mishra et al. 2016 ) has only 8,928 samples of 100 persons, and the evaluation criteria are not standardized. Danbooru2018 (Anonymous et al. 2019 ) is a large-scale cartoon dataset, it provides detailed annotations includes identity tag. However, the images are created by different artists, so that the images may be very different with original cartoon images and each other. Figure 2 shows a comparison between original image and danbooru images. It can be observed that the danbooru dataset is unsuitable for recognition or classification task. Manga109 (Fujimoto et al. 2016 ) is created for detection, and it has only few identities. WebCaricature (Huo et al. 2017 ) is a photograph-caricature dataset, it has only 252 persons and corresponding caricatures. There are huge amounts of unlabeled cartoon data in online cartoon videos. However, there is no dataset extracted from cartoon videos so far.
In this paper, we introduce the iCartoonFace dataset to evaluate and encourage development of cartoon person recognition. It contains 68,312 images of 2,639 identities. These images are extracted from public images on websites and online videos in iQiYi. All the images are manually labeled, which makes it a good benchmark to evaluate cartoon face recognition algorithms. Note that the dataset contains not only persons, but also other identities that appear in cartoon videos such as animals and monsters. Figure 1 shows some examples of the proposed dataset. The process of assembling iCartoonFace is given in detail on section 3.
Deep learning algorithms have been achieved near perfect results on image classification and face recognition. We evaluate these algorithms on proposed iCartoonFace dataset to give a baseline for researchers. It will be described in detail on section 4 and 5. In addition, a dataset fusion between face dataset and cartoon dataset is proposed try to improve the performance.
In summarize, our contributions are:
• We develop first large unlimited dataset for cartoon person recognition. Standard evaluation metrics for researches are given for evaluating different algorithms better.
• We evaluated state of the art classification and recognition algorithms on proposed iCartoonFace dataset. The results and analysis are given for a guideline.
• A dataset fusion method is proposed to improve the performance of algorithms. The experimental results show that the proposed dataset fusion method improves performance of baseline models effectively.
Related work Datasets
There are numerous face datasets proposed. For instance, Labeled Faces in the Wild(LFW) (Huang et al. 2008) database of face images is designed for studying the problem of unconstrained face recognition. The database contains more than 13,000 images of 5,749 characters. MegaFace (Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. 2016 ) is a large scale face database. It contains 1 million faces photos of 690k persons and gives detailed evaluation protocols. WebFace (Yi et al. 2014 ) contains more than 10k identities and about 500k images for unlimited face recognition. CAS-PEAL (Gao et al. 2007 ) contains more than 30k images of 1,040 persons for constrained face recognition, mainly includes gestures, expressions, lighting variations. There are several cartoon datasets proposed before. IIIT-CFW (Mishra et al. 2016 ) contains 8,928 annotated unconstrained cartoon faces of 100 international celebrities. IIIT-CFW can be used for wide spectrum of problems due to the fact that it contains detailed annotations such as type of cartoon, pose, expression and age group, etc. WebCaricature (Huo et al. 2017 ) is a large photograph-caricature dataset consisting of 6042 caricatures and 5974 photographs from 252 persons collected from the web. For each image in the dataset, 17 labeled facial landmarks are provided. All two cartoon datasets are created from caricature. Manga109 (Fujimoto et al. 2016 ) is a dataset of a variety of 109 Japanese comic books and created for detection. There is no dataset publicly available for cartoon person recognition so far. DanbooruCharacter (Wang 2019 ) is created from Danbooru(Anonymous et al. 2019) dataset. It contains more than 970k pictures of 70k persons. The images in the dataset may be varies from original image after artistic processing by the creator. The authors provide a baseline model which can only reach 37.3% accuracy. Thus, it is essential to create a large cartoon dataset for cartoon person recognition.
Related studies
Face recognition can be seen as a sub-problem of image classification. Numerous models (He et al. 2016; Xie et al. 2017; Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018; Huang et al. 2017) are proposed for solving image classification problem and get impressive results. For instance, ResNet (He et al. 2016 ) presents a residual learning framework to ease the training of networks that are substantially deeper than those used previously. DenseNet (Huang et al. 2017) connects each layer to every other layer in a feed-forward fashion. NASnet (Zoph et al. 2018 ) study a method to learn the model architectures directly on the dataset of interest. ResNeXt (Xie et al. 2017) is constructed by repeating a building block that aggregates a set of transformations with the same topology. SEnet (Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018) adaptively recalibrates channel-wise feature responses by explicitly modelling interdependencies between channels. These models have strong feature extraction ability. In addition to network architecture, loss function is also get attention of researchers. SoftMax loss function in traditional classification task does not explicitly expand decision boundaries. Thus many works pay attention on max- x (cos(mθ 1 ) − cos θ 2 ) = 0 CosFace (Wang et al. 2018) s(cos θ 1 − m − cos θ 2 ) = 0 ArcFace (Deng et al. 2019) s(cos(θ 1 + m) − cos θ 2 ) = 0 imize inter-class distance and minimize intra-class distance by loss functions. SphereFace proposes ASoftMax that enables convolutional neural networks(CNNs) to learn angularly discriminative features. CosFace (Wang et al. 2018 ) maximize the decision margin in the cosine space. Arcface (Deng et al. 2019 ) maximize the decision margin in the angular space. The decision boundaries of these loss functions are shown in table 1. The loss functions reached start-of-the-art results respectively in the field of face recognition. However, these methods mentioned above may not suitable for cartoon face recognition. The intra-class distance may be huge due to the variance of color, pose and exaggerated description for cartoon persons. The inter-class distance may be small if two person have similar hairstyle and face type. Thus cartoon person recognition is a challenging problem to solve.
Loss Functions Decision Boundaries
SoftMax (W 1 − W 2 )x + b 1 − b 2 = 0 SphereFace
Assembling iCartoonFace
In this section, we provide an overview of the iCartoonFace dataset, how it was collected and optimized, and its statistics. The flow chart of the assembling process is shown in Fig 3. We create iCartoonFace to evaluate and drive the development of cartoon person recognition algorithms. The dataset is publicly available.
Downloading cartoon picture.
We use variety of ways to collect cartoon images. We first collect cartoon album list from iQiYi internal system. According this list, we crawl the main characters for each album from Baidu Encyclopedia and other public websites 34 .
Detection and remove duplication
There are a great number of irrelevant or duplicate images in downloaded pictures. So that an algorithm of detection and removing duplication is applied. It consists of a detection model and a feature extraction model. The detection network is trained on private dataset with 149k annotated images. It refers to the network structure of ResNet-50 (He et al. 2016) and RetinaNet (Lin et al. 2017) .It can achieve 0.5 IoU and 90.8% mAP in our private dataset. The feature extraction network is trained on private dataset with more than 240k images. It refers to DenseNet-169 (Huang et al. 2017) and SphereFace . It achieves 91% recognition accuracy on our private dataset. The algorithm of detection and remove duplication is as follows. After cartoon faces are detected using the detection network, we crop them such that the face spans 50% of the photo height and width, thus including the full head (Fig 4) . We calculate the sharpness of images using Laplacian and the images will be thrown away if the value are less than 30 or the resolution less than 100. It can ensure that the images are clear enough. Then the features are extracted using feature extraction network. Feature similarity is calculated by using Faiss (Johnson, Douze, and Jégou 2017) . Duplicate images are removed if the similar confidence greater than 0.95. Same process is applied on typical images, with the processes of removing duplication by person name and manual annotation, to ensure that everyone has only one identity.
Obtaining candidate images for each identity
In this stage, each image will be labeled with an initial identity. Features extracted from typical images are used as reference set. The similarity is calculated using Faiss(John- son, Douze, and Jégou 2017) between the features extracted from unlabeled samples and reference set. The samples are marked as the label of corresponding reference image if the maximum similar confidence greater than 0.6. Note that the initial label do not need to be infallible, as the images will be labeled by manual annotation.
Final manual annotation
All clusters of images are cleaned by a manual annotation process. We developed an image annotation system. In the annotation page, one part shows a reference typical image, and the other part displays the image to be labeled. The labelers need to determine whether the image need to be labeled has the same identity with the reference image.
Statistics
The dataset contains 68,312 samples. They are labeled with 6,329 identities which come from 739 cartoon albums. The statistics of iCartoonFace are presented in Fig 4. • Variety of expressions, illumination, facial decoration, gender, and many more variations.
• Regional distribution of cartoon persons. Most of persons come from Japan. It is intuitive since the animation industry is pretty developed in Japan. Observe that there are also a part of persons come from other regions such as China, Europe and America.
• 3D pose information. Random 10,000 samples are selected and annotate their 3D pose information i.e. yaw, pitch and roll angles. Results shows that about 66% samples have small angle less than 30 degree, 25% samples have medium angle less than 60 degree, and about 8% samples have large angle with more than 60 degree up to 90 degree.
• Image resolution. All the samples in iCartoonFace have resolution more than 100 pixels. More than 50% of the samples have resolution more than 200 pixels.
• Sharpness of image. The image quality is calculate by Laplacian. We resize the images to resolution of 256 x 256. Then calculate the sharpness. The value of most samples is more than 100, to indicate that most samples are clear.
• Number of samples per person. Most number of samples per identity is greater than 3. Note that there are 3 person have 3 samples, 14 person have 4 samples.
We believe that the proposed dataset is extremely useful for recognition research and cartoon person modeling.
The iCartoonFace Challenge
In this section, we describe the iCartoonFace challenge, evaluation protocols and several baseline models. Our goal is to test performance of cartoon person recognition algorithms.
Recognition scenarios
A biometric system typically operates in either verification mode or identification mode (Jain et al. 2004) . Therefore, our recognition scenarios includes identification and verification. In identification, the probe image is not labeled with any identity. In order to identify the label, the model should compare the features extracted from probe image to every template in the gallery. This type of matching operation is referred as 1 : N matching, as N is equal to gallery size. Verification can be referred as 1 : 1 matching. The probe is compared to a certain image to determine whether they have same identity. Identification or verification alone can not characterize performance of recognition model(DeCann and Ross 2012). The detailed protocols are described as follows. Identification: given a probe image, and a gallery containing at least one photo of the same person, the algorithms rank-orders all images in the gallery based on similarity to the probe. Specifically, the probe set includes N people; for each person we have M photos by adding it the gallery of distractors and use each of the other M-1 photos as a probe. Results are presented with Cumulative Match Characteristics (CMC) curves-the probability that a correct gallery image will be chosen for a random probe by rank = K.
Verification: a pair of images is given and the algorithm should output whether the person in the two images is the same or not. We report verification results with receiver Operating Characteristic Curves (ROC) -the tradeoff between falsely accepting non-match pairs and falsely rejecting match pairs. AUC(area under curve) value and best accuracy are also reported.
Evaluation sets
All sets are given with images and bounding boxes to indicate the location of faces.
Gallery set. Gallery set is created for identification test. As mentioned before, identification is referred as 1 : N matching. In order to ensure that gallery set only have one sample of label of probe image, the gallery set is created by the samples that their identity do not appear in the training set and probe set. In this situation, algorithms need not know the label of gallery samples. Thus the added sample in M images is the only one sample of corresponding identity. The gallery set contains up to 2,500 images with 2500 different identities. Note that due to the characteristic of cartoon data,i.e. some classes have highly similar appearance, identification is a challenging task as the size of gallery set increasing.
Probe set. Probe set is used to identification test. The identification probe set contains 10,000 samples from 2,000 persons (1,200 of person identity which in training set and 800 of person identity which not in training set). The number of samples for each identity ranges from 3 to 7. The variance of probe samples diverse, including posture, illustration and occlusion etc. Figure 5 shows a sample of probe set.
Verification set. The verification set is created for verification test. Similar to LFW benchmark (Huang et al. 2008) , it contains 3,000 negative pairs and 3,000 positive pairs. In order to ensure that the test samples do not appear in training set. The identities in verification set do not appear in training set. Note that random selection of pairs makes the test set too simple. Therefore, motivated by hard negative mining (Felzenszwalb et al. 2009) , the verification set is created by feature similarity. For positive pairs, we sample part of sample with low similarity in same classes. For negative pairs, we sample part of sample with high similarity in different classes. So that the verification set may be pretty hard. Figure 6 shows some sample pairs of verification set.
Evaluation and baselines
In identification test, for each probe class, after adding a sample to gallery set, algorithms calculate features of each sample both in probe set and gallery set. Feature distance is calculated between probe set and gallery set. Then rank-k accuracy and CMC curves are calculated. In verification test, the test set is divided two parts. One is 10-fold cross validation. In detailed, verification set is randomly divided into 10 parts. 9 of them are used to find best classified threshold, 1 of them is used to test performance. Average accuracy is the accuracy of verification test. 10-fold cross validation can avoid unfairly overfitting during development. Another is plot ROC curves and calculate AUC value by calculate True Positive Rate(TPR) and False Positive Rate(FPR) under different classified thresholds.
As a baseline, we implemented several models on our dataset as follows: (a) ResNet (He et al. 2016 ), a residual learning framework, (b) DenseNet (Huang et al. 2017 ), a dense convolutional network, (c) NASnet (Zoph et al. 2018) , who can learn network architectures automatically, (d) ResNeXt (Xie et al. 2017) , an improved version of ResNet, (e) SEnet (Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018) , who can learn the importance of channels.
Dataset Fusion
As mentioned before, there are numerous works pay attention to loss functions to maximize inter-class distance and minimize intra-class distance Wang et al. 2018; Deng et al. 2019) . In this part, we try to accomplish this goal by using dataset fusion methods. The motivation of dataset fusion is that person faces and cartoon faces have similar shapes. Therefore, the trained cartoon recognition model may output a high probability when inputting a person image. Figure 9 shows some cartoon examples. The labels of examples are wrong assigned to a face image with high confidence. The fact indicates that feature extracted from faces may be close to feature extracted from cartoons in feature space as shown in figure  8 . So that adding face images to cartoon dataset may be helpful to training a better model. An intuitive idea is that training a recognition model which can recognize faces and cartoons. As an multi-task learning(MTL) (Caruana 1997) . Several MTL works (Long et al. 2017; Lu et al. 2017; Misra et al. 2016 ) have shown promising performance. In our work, we simply apply a MTL network which train one network for both face and cartoon data. The method called inter-face dataset fusion. Our another attempt is that keep classes number un- Figure 9 : Some samples which labels are wrong assigned to a face image.
changed, adding face data to cartoon classes. CASIAWebFace (Yi et al. 2014 ) dataset is used for dataset fusion.
Adding face data to cartoon data is equivalent to adding similar features. Face features are inserted into feature space, and its position is between different classes of cartoon features. As a cartoon class, the face features can drive the model to expand the inter-classes distance. The method called intra-face dataset fusion.
Experiments
This section describes the results and analysis on different enlarged rates, baseline models, loss functions and dataset fusion methods. Unless otherwise mentioned, during training, the initial learning rate is set to 0.1, batch size is set to 128, enlarged rate is set to 1.0, total epoch is set to 100. The learning rate will be decayed to one-tenth when epoch reached 40%, 60%, 80% of total epoch.
Enlarged rates
As mentioned before, we cropped images by enlarged rate 1.0, i.e. enlarge the detected images that the width and height are twice of the detected face. An intuitive idea is that different enlarged rates may have different influence of a same algorithm. Therefore, in this part, different enlarged rates are implied to evaluate the influence. Figure 10 shows an example of different enlarged rates. Considering network complexity and performance, the experiments are implied on DenseNet-169 and SphereFace algorithms. The results shown in table 3 , it can be observed that performance get better while adding enlarged rate. This is due to the fact that the images with small rate lack of hair information, which is important for cartoon person recognition. An image with larger rate contains more hair or other information help improve the performance. Note that the verification performance of different enlarged rates are similar with random parameter initial. The reason is that 1 : 1 matching just need to compare features of two samples rather than N (2,501 in this experiment) samples. The comparison need not too much information can get a correct result. Figure 7 shows the results on different algorithms. Figure  7 (a) shows the performance with respect to different rankk accuracy in terms of identification, i.e. rank-1 means that the correct match got the best score from the whole gallery database, rank-10 means the correct match is in the first 10 matches. Rank-1 accuracy is shown in table 2. Figure 7( b) shows the verification results with different models. In addition to rank-1 accuracy, table 2 shows accuracy under best threshold and AUC value, i.e. area under ROC curve.
Baseline models
It can be observed that all the models perform not well. The rank-1 accuracy of best algorithm, i.e. DenseNet-169, only has 57.77%. Note that the SE module has a little improvement of ResNet. ResNet-101 performs well than ResNet-50 indicates that deep network may work better than shallow net. Figure 11 shows some bad cases which is difficult to recognize. Due to the change of color, the similarity of features in same class dropped. It also can be observed that two person have highly similar features if they have similar hair style, eyebrows and face type. However, in cartoon videos and pictures, the painting style of many characters are similar, with only minor differences. For example, a cartoon girl tends to have a pair of big eyes, small nose and pointed chin. But their hair style, hair color, eyebrow, facial decoration, etc. may be different. So that the ability of feature extraction is important in cartoon recognition. An attention model which can learn the importance automatically of part of face may improve the performance. We also observed that probability of occurrence of similar samples increases as the gallery size gets larger. So that rates drop for all algorithms as shown in figure 7(c).
Loss Functions
We also compared several loss functions designed for face recognition, i.e. SphereFace , CosFace (Wang et al. 2018) and ArcFace (Deng et al. 2019) . The SphereFace can be written as where
m ≥ 1 is an integer that controls the size of angular margin. The CosFace can be written as
e s(cos(θyi,i)−m) + j =yi e s cos(θj,i) (3) Where
The ArcFace can be written as
e s(cos(θyi+m)) + n j=1,j =yi e s cos(θj ) (5) Where
The experimental results is shown in Figure 12 and table 4. It can be observed that SphereFace , CosFace (Wang et al. 2018) and ArcFace (Deng et al. 2019 ) loss performs better than SoftMax loss. Compared to SoftMax, SphereFace, CosFace and ArcFace expand inter-class angular margin to expand inter-class distance and reduce intraclass distance. CosFace has highest rank-1 accuracy. CosFace and ArcFace perform much better than SphereFace. They can reach about 10% improvement compared with SphereFace. The reason is that they have explicit decision boundary. Decision boundary of SphereFace will be changed while θ changing.
Dataset fusion
In this part, we attempt dataset fusion methods, i.e. add faces samples to iCartoonFace dataset. The results of inter-face fusion method are displayed in table 5. It can be observed that the performance get better when face classes number and cartoon classes number close to 1:1. The rank-1 accuracy can reach about 2.5% improvement compared with no face data. However, the performance stop increasing with face classes number get more larger, i.e. the accuracy of 5,278 face classes is approximately equal to 2,639 face classes. The results shows that face feature can help training a better model. Table 6 shows the results of intra-face dataset fusion method. It can be observed that intra-face fusion can improve performance more effectively rather than inter-face. Table 6 : Results on intra-face dataset fusion method.
The best accuracy reaches 62.51%, 2.3% higher than interface. The method force model to map features to a high dimension space which makes features have stronger representation ability. And the inter-face fusion method has no explicit influence on the representation ability of features.
Discussions
In this paper, iCartoonFace dataset was been developed. It contains 2,639 cartoon identities and 68,312 samples. iCartoonFace is available to reseachers and we presented results from state of the art models and loss functions. Different methods showed varies performance, but all of them were not well enough, therefore iCartoonFace was a challenging cartoon dataset. We attempted different enlarged rates and datafusion methods, they showed some effects of performance but the effects were not significant. A dataset fusion method was proposed and showed a promising performance. The future works may pay more attention to more effective dataset fusion methods(e.g. feature fusion), data pre-process and constrained loss functions. We believe that iCartoonFace will promote research in cartoon face recognition and image classification.
